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Numerical Simulation of Flying Phenomena of the
Running Tape on Rotating Drum

Oakkey Min* and Haesung Kwon**
(Received May 10. 1993)

This paper analyzes the running mechanism of flexible and thin tape above rotating protru

sion through a numerical simulation. The scope of analysis is confined to the phenomena of
elastohydrodynamic lubrication between the rotating drum with a protrusion and the running

tape. This model is based on the modified Reynolds equation and the equation of plate
considering the effect of geometric nonlinearity and geometry of protrusion. Finite: element

method of Bubnov- Galerkin type is adopted as a numerical simulation technique to solve the

above two coupled nonlinear equations. In numerical simulation, the influences of tape tension
and protrusion velocity are evaluated in simple model. In complex models, the reciprocal action

of two protrusions is simulated.

KE~Y Words: Elasto-Hydrodynamic Lubrication, Finite Element Method, Modified Reynolds
Equation

1. Introduction

In l:he magnetic-recording device, the hyd

rodynamic pressure is produced by relative veloc
ity beJ:ween protrusion and running tape. The

flying characteristics of tape make infinitesimal
spacing between magnetic tape and rotating pro
trusion and prevent wear, but produce spacing

loss between protrusion and tape and decrease the
output of recording or reproduction signal. It is

essential to maintain the proper spacing between
rotating protrusion and tape which is running
with uniform relative veloctiy above the in

finitesimally protruded magnetic protrusion on

circumferential plane of drum rotating with high
speed. The contact of rotating part of drum and

tape is undesirable of reliability and durability of
system, and produces the variation of the output
signal from the protrusion and yields bad effects
on the quality of reproduced signal. Therefore,

there is a need to elucidate the flying characteris-
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tic of tape over the drum.
The studies on flying characteristics of thin foil

were carried out in the computer magnetic disk
device and magnetic tape device by the simple

theoretical model(Giro et aI., 1969) and the finite
difference method (Langlois, 1975). The Fourier

series and nonuniform finite difference scheme
were used to solve tape displacement and pressure

distribution, respectively(Wolf et aL, 1983). The
finite element scheme, which was applied to 8mm
camcorder running system, was introduced show

ing overall flying characteristics of tape over
drum with point protrusion(Yoneda et aI., 1988).

The mutual interference between heads and tapes
in VCR's is performed when plural heads are

adjacent positions using finite difference method
(Sakai et aI., 1990). The orthotropic material

property was considered in the linear elasticity
equation of tape (Kotera et aI., 1991). The correc
tion factor was adopted to describe the tape
stiffness pertinently using finite difference
methode Min et aI., 1991). In order to depict the
stiffness of tape accurately, the governing equa
tion of tape model was chosen for a finite-width
thin piate considering geometrical nonlinearity.

And the numerical study was performed accord-
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ing to system parameter-relative veloctiy (Kim et
ai., 1992).

In this paper, the procedure of numerical analy
sis is formulated by using finite element scheme
for the plate equation and the modified Reynolds
equation. Tape tension and relative velocity
betwee:n flying tape and rotating protrusion are
considered as the principal parameters of simula
tions. To understand the behavior of tape more
closely, a numerical analysis is carried out over
the finite region of tape around the protrusion.

(3)

(4)

(5)

2. Elastohydrodynamic Lubrication
Mechanism

The elastohydrodynamic lubrication mecha
nism caused by the relative high speed between
the running tape and protrusion on rotating drum
is formulated. In case of the tape running over
rotating drum, displacement of tape is determined
mainly by the geometrical shape of protrusion,
tape tension and relative velocity. In elasto
hydrodynamic mechanism, the displacement of
tape and the pressure of air gap are coupled with
flying height between tape and drum running
with relative velocity.

2.1 Elasticity equation
The differential equations about the displace

ments U,V and W of tape are based on the
nonlinear elastic plate theory considering large
displa,cement in middle plane of tape. The
assumptions are as follows,
CD Tension variation by viscous friction of lubri
cants is neglected.
® The inertia term is neglected.
® In-plane stress in the tape, i.e., geometric non
linearity is described to the second term.
@ The damping term of thin foil is not included.
® Friction force by contact is neglected.
and the governing relations are given by Eqs. (1),

(2) and (3) as

= aax + aaxy =0 (1)gu- ax ay

= aaXY + aay -0 (2)
gv- ax ay -

trw trw trw
gW=Dl(--axr+----ayr+2 ax2(Jy2)

where W is the out-of-plane(z) displacement of
tape, U and V are displacements in longitudi
nal(x) and transverse(y) directions respectively.
The absolute pressure and the ambient pressure
are denoted by p and Pa. Young's modulus E
and Poisson's ratio l/ are defined isotropically.
Equations (4) and (5) give the relation of in-plane
stress components ax, ay and axy of the tape to the
displacements considering isotropic geometrical
nonlinearity.

2.2 Modified Reynolds equation
Lubrication of the spacing and pressure distri

bution is based on the assumptions as follows,
CD The lubrication spacing and pressure distribu
tion are in steady-state.
® Lubricants is laminar.
® Inertia effect of lubricants is neglected.
@ Temperature variation of lubricants is neglect
ed and viscosity of fluid is uniform and regular.
® Spacing is normal to the direction of the
middle plane of tape.

The modified Reynolds equation derived from
Navier-Stokes equation and continuity as

gp=div(h3P grad p)+6AaPa(h2grad p)
-6t-/adiv(phv)=0 (6)

Here, v is the relative velocity between tape and
protrusion, Aa is mean free path of air molecule in
standard temperature and pressure, t-/a is coeffi
cient of viscosity, and h is spacing. As the spacing
between protrusion and tape of magnetic record
ing device would be sub-micron magnitude,
modified Reynolds equation is used.

2.3 Compatibility equation
The quantity of flying height, resulterl 10 the

spacing effect of thin tape produced by the air
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Fig. 1 Typical relation between tape, drum and
protrusion

lubrication, is determined by the displacement of
tape and the shape of protrusion and drum as,

_ 3

U(x, y)~ U(x, y)= ~ N::'(x, y)Um (16)
m=1

_ 3

V(x, y)~ V(X, y)= ~ N~(x, y)Vm (17)
",=1

_ 3

W(X, y)~ W(X, y)= ~ N/:(x, y)Wm (18)
m='
3

P(x, y)~ p (x, y)= ~ m:(X, Y)Pm (19)
"'=1

Gu= (guNudR+ ( muNudS (20)JR Jsu
Gv= rgvNvdR+ ( mvNvdS (21)

..IN Jsv
Gw= (gwNwdR+ ( m,NwdSJR is 1

+ ( m2N W dS+ ( m3N W dSJs 2 Js 3

+ ( m.NwdS (22)J••

where N:f, and N~ are the inplane displacement
shape function, N/: is the vertical displacement
shape function and Nf. is the pressure shape

function. Um, Vm, Wm and Pm are the vectors
defined on the nodal point m.

2.6 Solution schemes of nonlinear equations
Applying the weighted residual method of

Bubnov-Galerkin type to governing equations(gu,

gv' gw' gp) and the boundary conditions( mu, mv,
m" m2, m3' m., mp" mp2), Eqs. (20)-(23) are
then given by

mp,=[(h3p+6AaPah2).grad P
-6fJ.a<ph· V)]'n=O on Sp, (14)

mp2=P-Pa=0 onSpa (15)

where mu is the load boundary condition(B.C.) at
the edge of tape in tape-length direction(Su), mv
is the load B.C. at the edge of tape in tape-width
direction(Sv), ml is the shear force B.C. caused by
the moment acting along the boundary of
tape(S,), m2 is the moment B.C. acting along the
boundary oftape(S2), m3 is the inplane force B.C.
acting along boundary oftape(S.), m. is displace
ment B.c. at the end of tape(S.), mpi is fluid
quantity B.C. of the air lubrication layer at the

edge of tape(SPI) and mp2 is the pressure B.C. of
the air lubrication layer at the edge of tape(Sp2)'

2.5 Application of finite element method
In numerical analysis, displacements U, V, W

and pressure P in a triangular element are approx

imated as

(7)

(8)

(9)

( 10)

( II)

(12)

( 13)
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where the vertical displacement W of elasticity
equation and the spacing h of lubrication equa
tion are related to geometrical shape of protru
sion LJ and initial spacing ho between tape, drum
and protrusion is shown in Fig. I.

2.4 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions applied to the lubri

cation equation and the elasticity equations are
written as
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Gp = rgpNPdR+1 mplNPdSJR sPI

+1 mpzNPdS (23)spz

where R is the region except the boundary and

Nw Nv• N w and Np are the weighting function
defined in the region R and on the boundary S.

The global systems, Cu, Cv , Cw and Cp are
composed of the set of simultaneous nonlinear
equations. Hence, the Newton-Raphson method,

nonlinear solution scheme, is adopted. The tan

gent stiffness matrix [aC/aQ] and the residuals

{C} are constituted as Eq. (24) by linearizing

global system equations.

[~g T{LlQ}n={ - c}n

{Q}n+I={Q}n+ Rf{LlQ}n
{Q}={UI' Vi' Wi' ex;, eYi, e Zi , P,} i=l, 2,3

acu acu acu acu

aUm aVm aWm aPm
acv acv acv acv

['. aaQC ]= aUm aVm aWm aPm
acw acw acw acw
aUm aVm aWm aPm
acp acp acp acp
aUm aVm aWm aPm

{cy ={Cu Cv Cw Cp } (24)

The superscript n is the iteration step of the

calculation, {Q} is the nodal displacements and
the pres.sure, {Q}n+1 is the new value of degree of

freedoms for the next solution step. {LlQ} is the

corrections of each degree of freedom calculated
at the current iteration step. Rf is the relaxation
f<lctor. The convergence indicator, c is defined in

Eq: (25)

E=2:ILlQMJ:'IQil (25)

where summations are performed over the total

d.o.f. of the model. In this paper, considering
calculation time, the solution is decided to be
converged when c is below 10-3 _10- 4 depending

on the model.

3. Results and Discussion

Two numerical models are selected. One is the
simple model with one protrusion and coarse

element topology, and the other is the complex

Table 1 Parameters in the analysis models

Parameters Values / Unit

Tension of tape per unit width 15.5 N/m

Tape thickness 18.0 Jim

Length of tape in complex model 60.0 mm

Length of tape in simple model 54.0 mm

Width of tape 12.6 mm

Young's modulus of tape 6.2 GPa

Poisson's ratio of tape 0.3

Relative velocity 5.8 m/sec

Mean free path of air molecule 640 nm

Air viscosity 18.1 JiPa.sec

Atmospheric pressure 0.101325 MPa

Radius of cylinder 31.0 mm

Radius of pro. 11.0 mm

Height of pro. in simple model 21.0 Jim

Height of pro. in complex model 31.0 Jim

Angle between pros. 30.0 deg.

0) pro.: protrusion

model with two protrusions and dense element

topology. In the simple model, the effects of two
major parameters in tape running system(tape

tension and relative velocity) are studied. The
reciprocal actions of two protrusions are inves

tigated in complex model.The analysis parameters

of models are shown in Table 1.
3.1 Parameter study in a simple model
The simple model of numerical simulation is

shown in Fig. 2.

The tape on drum is sustained by posts. The

analysis domain is the region between both posts
near drum. The contact between post and tape is
described by applying proper boundary condition
at both ends of the tape. The pressure boundary
condition to the edge of tape( a-b-c-d) is chosen as

atmospheric pressure boundary condition. The
simply-supported boundary condition to the
edge(a-b,c-d) of tape and the free edge boundary

condition to the edge(b-c,d-a) are applied. The
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Fig. 4 Z-displacement of tape according to tension
variation under the conditions that the pro
trusion is located at the center of analysis
model and its height is 21 f./m.
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(b) Thin foil plane

Fig. 2 Numerical model of tape and drum with the
boundary conditions in simple model with
one protrusion

y

Fig. 3 Finite element mesh for tape and air gap
discretized with triangular elements in simple
model

proper tension is loaded to the edge(cod). Initial

shape of tape is given as cylindrical plane which

has radius of drum including the adequate spac
ing. Initial value of lubrication pressure is atmo
spheric pressure over the entire domain. The
discretization of tape of simple model is shown in
Fig.3. To solve the global equations, the number

of iteration is needed to 30-40 iterations in case
that convergence indicator E is chosen below 10-3

_ 10-4 .

3.1.1 Tension and vertical displacement of
tape

Figure 4 shows the variation of vertical
displacement along centerline of tape in Fig. 3

Fig. 5 Z-displacement of tape according to velocity
variation under the conditions that the pro
trusion is located at the center of analysis
model and its height is 21 f./m.

where the tension varies from 5(N/m) to 45(N/m)

by the 5(N/m) with 21(f./m) point protrusion at
the center of drum in analysis model. As the

tension increases, the positive and the negative
vertical displacement of tape decrease around the

protrusion. This means stiffness of the tape
increase according as the tension increase. Also,
the range of the vertical displacement near protru

sion varies linearly to the increase of the tension.
3.1.2 Relative velocity and vertical displace

ment of tape
Figure 5 shows the variation of vertical

displacement along center line (A-B) in Fig. 3
where drum velocity varies from 0.6(m/sec) to

5.8(m/sec) by the 0.65(m/sec) with 21(,um) point
protrusion at the center of the drum. Maximum
displacement occurs at the top point of the protru
sion and the negative displacement is larger at the
rearside of protrusion than at the frontside. As the
velocity increases, the vertical displacement of
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tape increases. This shows that the pressure of air
gap increases as the velocity increases.

3.2 The reciprocal action of two protrusions
in a complex model

The complex analysis model is shown in Fig. 6.

The tape is running over drum with multiple
protrusions along the centerline of drum. The
analysis parameters are shown in Table 1. The

Fig. 7 shows the topology of elements in analysis
domain of tape and air gap. The minimum resolu

tions of mesh in x and y direction are 0.35 mm

and 0.26 mm respectively.
The overall view of the tape displacement is

presented in Fig. 8 with mutiple protrusions, front

protrusion and rear protrusion with the angle
difference of e= 30°. The displacement of tape
and the pressure of air gap are shown along the
tape centerline of protrusion path in Fig. 9. The

spacing around the rear protrusion is a little
smaller than the one around the front protrusion

as shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. II, considering the
in-plane displacement in width direction(shrin
kage) of the tape along the tape edge, the shrink
age at the region of protrusion is larger than that
at the other region.

In nonlinear analysis, there is a close correla
tion between the number of iteration and relaxa
tion factor. By selecting relaxation factors with
respect to the magnitude of convergence indicator,

Fig. 8 3-dimensional profile of z-displacement of
tape in two protrusions system
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Fig. 9 Z-displacement and relative pressure along
the centerline of protrusion path
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Fig. 7 Finite element mesh for tape and air gap
c1iscretized with triangular elements in com
plex model
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Fig. 12 Convergence indicator and iteration number

(1) The effects of the tension and the magnitude

of vertical displacement
As the tension increases, the positive and nega

tive vertical displacement of tape decreases at the
front of protrusion. This means the global stiff

ness of tape increases as the tension increases.
Also, this shows the range of vertical displace

ment near the protrusion linearly decreases as to

the increase of tension.
(2) The effects of the drum velocity and the
magnitude of vertical displacement

Maximum displacement occurs at the top point
of protrusion and negative displacement is larger
at the rear than at the front of protrusion. At the

rear of protrusion the region of displacement is
long. As the velocity increase, the positive vertical
displacement of tape increases but the negative
vertical displacement decreases. This indicates

pressure of air lubrication layer increases as the

velocity increases.
(3) The reciprocal action of the two protrusions

Maximum displacement is almost the same at
the top of both protrusion. But the spacing is

smaller at the rearside than at the frontside in
front or rear protrusions.

Formulation and simulation for the flying char

acteristics of the tape over the protrusion present
ed in this paper may be applicable to the analysis
of mechanical conditions for digital VCR, which

requires high frequency signal transmission. Espe
cially, the allocation and dimension of the protru

sions on the drum may be simulated and deter
mined through this method.
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the number of iteration is fairly reduced to' 30-40
iterations as shown in Fig. 12. Numerical model
for this nonlinear analysis was simulated by using

Cray Y-MP4j116 system under the Unicos 6.0.

4. Conclusion

1.0E.041L.--.:'--."--':':"3--'~7--2~'--2~.-~28..J

It.rliion number

Fig. 11 Inplane displacement in tape width
direction(shrinkage) along the tape edge

The elasto-hydrodynamic mechanism of the

running tape and the rotating drum with protru
sion is analyzed numerically. Using the finite

element method and Newton-Raphson method as
a numerical schemes, a numerical algorithm is
developed to analyze the displacement and pres
sure distribution of tape based on the coupled

nonlinear equations. To understand the character
istics of tape over the entire region as well as near
the protrusion, the large region of tape and air

gap is chosen with the proper boundary condi
tions. From the results of nonlinear FEM analysis
about flying characteristics of tape running on

protrusion(s) on drum, the conclusions are:
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